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1. The Weierstrass Preparation Theorem. 
(Properties of the local ring A}. 
n 
Definition ·1.1. If z = (z 1 , ••• ,zn}b Cn (or more generally z is in a 
complex manifold}, let A or A denote the set of equivalence classes 
n,z z 
of functions f which are analytic (holomorphic} in some neighborhood of 
z, under the equivalence relation: f;v g if f=g in some neighborhood of z. 
If f is analytic in a neighborhood of z, we write (flz for the residue 
class of f in A , which is called the germ of f at z. A is called the 
z . n n,z 
ring of germs of analytic functions at the point zG:.C Instead of A O, n, 
we also write An. For the residue class (f}.0 we shall often write f, thus 
identifying f with its germ at the origin. 
It is clear that A can be made into a ring with unit. Its elements 
n 
can be identified with the set of all power series 
which converge in some neighborhood of 0, that is, with the set of all 
arrays {a} such that 
\) 
for some r>O. 
The ring A is an integral domain; this follows from the identity theorem 
n 
for analytic functions. 
Furthermore 1, it is clear that ff A has an inverse in A iff f( 0) ':/- 0; 
n n 
this follows from the fact that, if f is analytic in a neighborhood of 0 
and f(O} 'f O, then f~z) is also analytic in a neighborhood of O. So the 
nonunits of A are precisely the germs of functions which vanish at the 
n 
origin; and these obviously form an ideal in A. The ring A is therefore 
n n 
a local rin1~ (i.e. a ring in which the nonunits form an ideal). 
For further investigation of the properties of the ring A it is 
n 
convenient to develop a technique which facilitates the induction step 
from A 1 to A. Here we consider A 1 as a subring of A (A 1 consists n- n n- n n-
of all germs of analytic functions f(z} which are independent of the 
variable z L. The idea is now to effect the transition from A 1 to A in n n- n 
two stages by introducing the ring An-l [zn]. 
3 
Definition 1.2. An_ 1 [zn] is the polynomial ring over An-l in the 
"indeterminate" zn. So an element of An-l [zn] can be written in the form 
Then we have: 
A 1CA 1[z ]cA . n- n- n n 
The polync)mial extension An_ 1c An-l [zn] is handled by means of algebraic 
theorems (such as Gauss' theorem on unique factorization in a polynomial 
ring and the Hilbert basis theoreml. The extension A 1 rz Jc A is treated n- L: n n 
by the so-called Weierstrass preparation theorem. To formulate this theorem 
we need some further definitions. 
Definition 1. 3, An element f€A , which is normalized in the z -direction 
n n 
(i.e. f( 0 i, z } does not vanish identically) is called regular or order p, 
n 
if there exists a representative function for f (which we call also f) 
such that f(O,z } has a zero of order pat z = 0. A Weierstrass polynomial 
n n 






where the coefficients a EA 1 are nonunits. v n-
Theorem 1. 1. (Weierstrass Preparation Theorem}. Let f t=A be regular of 
n 
order pin. z • Then there exists a unique Weierstrass polynomial 
n 
1rE::An_ 1 [zn] of degree p such that 
f = UTT 
for some unit uE.A 
n 
Furthermore, any g ~ A can be written in a unique manner in the form 
n 
g = af + b, 
where ac::.An and b<=cAn_ 1[zn] is a polynomial of degree< p. 
4 
We shall prove the theorem in a more general form which is expressed in 
terms of functions, rather than just in terms of germs of functions. 
Theorem 1.2. (Weierstrass Preparation Theorem1. Let f be analytic in a 
neighborhood of the closure of the set 
and suppose that f(O,zn} is zero only for zn = 0 in lznl<r, and that the 
origin is a zero of order p (p~1). Suppose moreover that 
f( z) ,:j. 0 for \ z. \ <r. J - J (j.::_n-11, lz I = r . n n 
Then, for any function g analytic on t:,,,, there exist analytic functions 
such that 
( 1 } 
a on ti 1 , and 
b b On A I, 1''''' p D 
n-1 
where t:,' = { ( z 1 , ... , zn_ 11 ~ C lz.\<r.,j<n-1}, J J -
p 
g = af + l p-v b z on ti • 
v=1 v n 
Also, there exist analytic functions 
such that 
( 2) 
u on t:, ', which is nowhere zero, and 
f = u( zP + 
n I 
v=1 
Moreover, there exists a constant M>O, depending only on t:,,, and f, such 
that, in (1) we have 
( 3) sup 
I:::. 




The representation (1) is unique. 




We begin by proving the existence of u and 
and set 
a • Let z' 
V 
cro(z'l = 2:i J 
lz;;l=r 
af(z'.d .1 
az;; f(z',z;;l dz;; · 
n 
Then, cr0(z'l is the number of zeros of f(z',z l in lz l<r ; so cr0 (o} = p. n n n 
Further, crc/ z' 1 is clearly a continuous function of z' ; hence cr O ( z' 1 = p 
for z 'E: /:,.' • Let I;; 1 ( z' 1, ... , 1;; ( z' 1 denote the zeros of f( z' , d in I z;; I <r . 
. p n 
Then set 
1r(z' ,z 1 
n 
We have, for k>O, 
= fr 
j=1 
(z - z;;.(z'H. 
n J 
k 
p 1 J l { 1;; . ( z' DP = -. 
• - 1 J 27TJ. 
J- lz;;l=r 
af(z'.d 
az;; f(z',z;;} dz;; ' 
n 
(cf. [A, p.124]} 
so that crk(z') is analytic on!:,.', If 
a (z') = (-1)\/ 
\I L z;;. (z'} ... i;;. (z'} J1 Jp 12) 1 < • • • <jv.2l' 
is the v-th elementary symmetric functions 





a ( z' lzp-v 
V n 
of the 1;;., then a is a polynomial 
J V 
so that a is analytic on l', 
V 
For any z 'E /:,.', f and 7T have the same zeros. Hence 
f(z' ,zn) = _1 __ I f(z' ,z;;) _l_. - d 
1r(z',z ) 21ri · 1r(z',1;;} t-z I;; 
n lsl=r n 
n 
6 
TI(z' ,z 1 
n 1.s analytic on 6.. Similarly for f( z 1 , z 1 • 
n 
Hence f = UTI where u is analytic and nowhere zero on t; 
Further, it is clear that we may replace Ii by a slightly larger polydisc. 
without al te:ring the conditions of the theorem. Hence u and u - 1 are bounded 
on t, and so are the coefficients of TI, 
To prove the division algorithm and inequality (31 we may replace f by TI, 
If g is analytic on t:,., let 
a(z' z l = ~ J 
' n 2TI1. 
It l=r 
g(z' ,d _1_ d 
tt(z',tl t-z t ' 
n 
where O<r<r . Clearly the integral is independent of r if lz l<r, so that 
n n 
a is analytic on t. Then, if Jz J<r, 
n 
g( Z I, Z ). -
n 
a(z' ,z h(z' ,z )_ = -2 1 • I n n 1Tl. TI(z',zn}} 1 g(z',tl {1 - --~--- di;; TI( z' ,d t-zn 
P It l=r 
(tp - z~ + l av(z'l (tp-v 
g( z' , t) l v= 1 1 r 
= 2·rri J 
It I =r 
TI(z' ,d l ; t - zn 
= 2Tii C (z' ,I:;} \) 
p-v 
z di:; , 
n I 
It l=r 
g(z' .d ~ 
TI(z',r) l 
"' v= 1 
where c (z' ,t} is a polynomial 1.n z; of degree< p whose coefficients are 
\) 
linear combinations of the a. If we set 
\) 
b (z ') = _1_ J g(z',tl ( , l d 
v · 2Tii TI(z' ,z;} cv z ,t t ' 
ltl=r 
we obtain 
g ( Z ) - a( Z) TI ( Z) = 
p I b (z'} zp-v . 
TI= 1 v n 
Moreover the a are bounded on D. and TI(z',t} 1.s bounded away from zero on 
\) 
the set lzjl.:_rj, j,:_n-1, Isl = rn. Renee 
7 
sup lb I ~ M sup ,I g I , 
A' V A' 
where M depends only on the av and TI. Hence, since 
g - aTI 
we deduce that for fixed z'E A', we have 
M'. sup lgl 
so that 
Ii . . 





la(z' ,z 11 < M'' sup lgl • 
n A 
n n 
By the maximum principle, this implies that 
sup lal ~ sup lgl • 
A A 
To demonstrate the uniqueness of (11, suppose that we have two such 
expressions: 
Then 
g = af + 
(a - a' }f = ! 
v=1 
a'f + 





This implies that for fixed z '<G 6', the polynomial 
I 
v=1 
p-v (b' - b · lz 
V V n 
of degree ~p-1 has at least p zeros in lz l<r; this implies b = b' 
n n v v 
and it follows that a= a'. 
This completes the proof Theorem 1.2. 
8 
As an application of the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we shall derive 
some further properties of the local ring A. 
n 
Definition 1 • 4. An element f E. A (resp. A 1 [z ] l is called reducible n n- .n 
over An (resp. An-l [zn}l if it can be written as a product f = g1g2 , 
where g1,g2 are nonunits of An (resp. An_1 [zn]l; elements without this 
property are called irreducible over An (resp. An_ 1~zn] 1. A unigue 
factorization domain is an integral domain with an identity element in 
which every nonunit can be written as a finite product of irreducible 
factors, and in which such a factorization is unique up to the order of 
its factors and units of the ring. 
Lemma 1.1. Let f = gTI, where 
TIE: An_ 1 [zn] is a Weierstrass 
Proof. Since TI is manic (the 
f, g and TI cs; A • If f~ A . 1 rz ] and if n n- ~n 
polynomial, then g G:An_ 1 [zn]. 
leading coefficient of TI, as a polynomial in 
z , is equal to 11, we can make an algebraic division over A 1 ; then we n n-
obtain 
f = g 1 TI + r, 
where g' and r belong to An-l [zn] and r is a polynomial of degree lower 
than that of TI. But the uniqueness stated in the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem then implies g' =g and r = O. 
Lemma 1. 2. A Weierstrass polynomial TI t::.A 1 rz ] is reducible over A iff n- L n n 
it is reducible over An_ 1 [zn]. If TI is reducible, then all of its factors 
are Weierstrass polynomials, modulo units of An_ 1 [zn]. 
Proof. Suppose first TI= g1g2 where g.E.A are nonunits; since TI is a J. n . 
Weierstrass polynomial, both g1 and g2 are regular in zn. Applying the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem, write g. = u. TI. ( j = 1 ,2 l, where u. e A 
J J J J n 
are units and Tijc:An_1[zn] are Weierstrass polynomials; thus TI= (u1u2}(TI1TI2). 
From the uniqueness it follows that u 1u2 = 1 and TI= TI 1TI2 • 
Second, suppose that TI = g1g2 where gj'l£An_ 1 [zn] are nonu.nits •df' that· ring. 
If g1 were a unit in An, then g2 =¼-TI. From lemma 1.1. it would follow 
that -1-€.A 1 rz J; this is impossiblJ, since g1 is a nonuni t of A 1 [z ·] , g1 n- L: n n- n 
and therefore g1 is a nonunit of An. 
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Theorem 1.3., The local ring A is an.unique factorization domain. 
n 
Proof. When n = 0 the theorem is trivial. Therefore assume that the theorem 
holds for A 1• We apply now Gauss' theorem: n-
If A is an unique factorization domain, then so is the polynomial 
ring A[x] (cf. [w 1 ,p. 70] 1. 
So it follows that An-] [zn] is also an unique factorization domain. Consider 
any element f<G:. A ; by a suitable linear change of coordinates we can make 
n 
f regular in z . Then, by the Weierstrass preparation theorem, write f = UTT 
n 
where ueAn is an unit, TT c=An-l [zn] is a Weierstrass polynomial. The polynomial 
TT can be written uniquely, up to order and units in An_1 [zn}' as a product 
of irreducible polynomials; this provides in view of lemma 1.2. an unique 
factorization in A, up to order and units in A. 
n n 
Definition 1.5. A commutative ring A with an identity element is called 
Noetherian if every ideal IC.A is finitely generated over A, that is, if 
there exist elements f 1, ... ,fk'=:I, so that every f~I can be written 
for some a.e.A. 
J. 
k 
f = 2: a.f. 
i=l i i 
Theorem 1.4. The local ring A is Noetherian. 
n 
Proof. For n = 0 the theorem is trivial. Assume that the theorem has already 
been proved for A 1 • We apply the Hiloert oasis theorem: n-
If A is a Noetherian ring, then so is the polynomial ring A [x) 
(cf. [w 2,p. 18] 1. 
So An_ 1 [zn] is a Noetherian ring. Consider any ideal ICAn which contains 
some non zero elements f. After a linear change of coordinates we may 
suppose that f is regular in z of order p. After multiplication by an unit 
n 
we can furth1:r assume that f ~ I nAn-l [zn] is a Weierstrass polynomial. Since 
An-l [zn] is Noetherian the ideal I nAn-l [zn] has a finite set of generators, 
f, f 1 , ••• , fk generate the entire ideal I, which we see as follows. If gc. I, 
write g = af + b, where b~An-l [zn]; but b is clearly also in I, hence in 
I 11An-l [zn}, so that 
k 
for some elements 
b = l a.f. 
i=l i i 
a.EA 1[z]. i n- n 
k 
g = af + t 
i=1 
Thus 




2. The Oka Theorem. 
( Coherence of' the 1:Jheaf' .A n l. / n, 
/ 
Up to now we have only considered the ring A · 0 , that is A f'or n, z 
f'ixed z €. (Cn. In the present section we let z be variable; we shall prove 
a theorem ( the Oka theorem} which goes beyond the Noetherian property of' 
A. 
z 
Let n be an open set in en. We denote by A n the sheaf on n of 
n,u 
germes of analytic functions. 
Definition 2.1. Let g:; be an analytic s·h.eaf' over n (i.e. a sheaf of .A.-
modules over nl. flt' is said to be locally finitely generated if for every 
z E: n there exists a neighborhood Uc n of z and a finite number of sections 
f1, ••• ,f G;:r(u,g;'l so that J:i is generated by (f11 , ••• ,(f.) as an Ar-q r; r; qr_; .,, 
module for every r; € U. 
Definition 2.2. Let S:C be an analytic sheaf' over n. Let f 1, ••• ,fqe:.r(u,F) 
where Uc n is an open set and let zc: U. If there exists a tuple 
( a 1, ••• ,et 1~ A q such that q z 
~ a.(f.l = o, 
i=1 1 1 z 
the tuple (a 1, ••• ,aq) is called a relation between f 1, ••• ,f at z. The 
collection of all such relations forms an analytic sheaf over n (it is a 
subsheaf of ..,qP n since it is contained in ..4P n as an open set). It is 
n,~, · n,~, 
denoted by fR. ( f 1 , ... ,f q} and it is called the sheaf of relations between 
f1, ••• ,f. q 
Definition 2.3. An analytic sheaf~ over n is called coherent if 
(il F is locally finitely generated, 
(ii) if ucn is an open set and f 1, ••• ,fqer(u,$q then the sheaf of 
relations <K(f1, ••. ,fql is locally finitely generated. 
11 
Lemma 2. 1 . A subsheaf 9 of a coherent sheaf §; over Q 1.s coherent iff 
it is locally finitely generated. 
Proof .. Any section of g is a section of g:;. Hence the sheaf of relations 
(H of any finite number of sections of r is the sheaf of relations between 
these sections, considered as sections of F. Since !P' is coherent, (fl is 
locally finitely generated. 
We now come to our main theorem. 
Theorem 2. 1 . The sheaf ,A_P ( = JI. P ("\ l is a coherent sheaf of rings. 
n ,a6 
Proof. AP is locally finitely generated since the sections E., 1.::j.::p, 
J 
defined by 
E. = (O, ... ,O,l,O, ... ,ol 
J 
(1 in the j-th placel 
generate the stalk A p at each point z ~ Q. Hence the theorem reduces to 
z 
the· following one .. 
Theorem 2.2 .. (Oka Theoreml. Let F 1, ... ,Fq6A(ri1P (= r(s-2,AP1l, and letO? 
be the sheaf of relations between F 1, ... ,F q. Then <R. is locally finitely 
generated. 
Remark, Since A is Noetherian, we know of course already that (R is 
z z 
finitely generated for every zc£5'2, but the important point in the theorem 
is that one can use "the same" generators for all I; in a neighborhood of 
any given point z. 
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. 
(A) First we prove the theorem for p>1 assuming that it has already been 
proved for smaller values of p. 
(B) Second we prove the case p = assuming that the theorem has already 
been proved for every pin the (n-1}-dimensional case. 
The theorem follows from (A) and (B). 
(A) 
Assume z = OE Q. Then we have to construct a neighborhood U of O with the 
properties stated in Def. 2.1. 
12 
We shall use the following notations. 
Let 
F1 := (~:), •·•, 
f~) 
F = ( ~~ )! 
q \ ~p 
\ q 
belong to A(nlP. The matrix with columns F 1, ... ,Fq is denoted by F. Instead 
of 0?(F1, .•• ,Fq} we write also (J((F}. 
Let 
a = c1 )£A: 
q 
then the element of A q that we obtain by applying the matrix (F} ( this 
z z 
is the matrix with columns ( F 1 l , ... , ( F l }. to the vector Cl. is denoted by z q z 
(F} ci. , 
z 
Then we have 
( 1) ci.E.(/{ (Fl <==> (F) a= 0 • 
z z 
Let f 1 = (f~, ... ,f~) be the first row of F. Then by hypothesis we can find 
a neighborho,od U'C n of O and finitely many elements 
(v) 
a = ~\vl)e:A(U' }q 
(v} 
a q 
(v = 1,2, ... ,r} 
(1) (r) ,o 1 ,n 1 1 
so that ( a ) , ..• , ( a ) generate the A -module V'l ( f ) ( = v1, ( f 1 , ••• , f ) z z z z z q 
for every z~~U'. This means that for any 
13 
we have 
(2) ( f 1) (Al c = 0 
Z .z 
(ztcU' 1 , 
where A denotes the matrix with columns a( 11 , •.. ,a(rl. Therefore, 
( 3) (/? (F)C{(A) c c!G.A } z z ' z (z£U') • 
We have, because of (1), 
(4) (A} c E:. (R (F) <==> (F) (Al c = 0 • 
z z z z 
But, because of (2), (F). (A) c = 0 is equivalent to 
z z 
(5) (F') (A) c = 0 
z z 
(zeU') , 
where F' is the matrix obtained from F by deleting the first row f 1• 
In view of (1) now (5) is equivalent to 
c eef? (F'A) 
z 
(ze:u') • 
So we have 
(6} (A) c € <f< (F) <==> c 6. (R (F' A) 
z z z 
(zGU') • 
Since F'A has (p-1) rows it follows by the hypothesis that there is a 
neighborhood U' 'CU' of O and elements 
(µ = 1,2, ••• ,s1 , 
l-4 
,' 
so that (6(1)} , ... ,(a(s)) generate the A -module(/( (F'A) for every zEU". 
Z Z ( 11 Z(S) Z Let B be the matrix with. columns B , ••• , 8 Then any cc fil (F' A} is of 
z 
the form 




From (3}, (6} and (7) it follows that the columns of the matrix (AB} 
z 
generate the A -module {fl (F) for every zE::. U''. 
z z 
(B} 
Assume again that the given point is z = Oe:Q. We write F. = f. (1<i<q) 
l. l. --
and f = (f1, ••• ,f4 ). After a linear change of coordinates we may suppose 
that f. (1<i<q) satisfies the conditions of the Weierstrass preparation 
l. --
theorem. Since the assertion of the theorem is local and permits multi-
plication by units, we may suppose furthermore that 
f. = z Pi+ 
l. n 
p.-1 
l. (·) \) l a J. (z'} z 
v=O v n 
( 1.:5..i<q) , 
where a(i} is analytic in n•ctn-1 (oc:n•) and a(i\o) = o. 
\) \) 
We may suppose that p = p = max p .• 
q 1 <i<q 1 
Let r; = (r;',r; }e:-Q. We say that a relation (a.1, ••• ,a )e(/{ (f) n q r; 
polynomial, if 
a.E:A 1 ,rz7 l. n- , r; l.: n.l 
We now prove the following. 
= a is 
r; 
(a) Let Q = Q' _x D where D = { z e C I I z I < r } • Then, for any 
n n n 
r; = ( r;' , r;n} e Q, (f/, r; is generated over An_ 1 , r;, by the polynomial 
relations in z of degree ,:5_ p. 
n 
Proof of ( al. 
Write 
15 
f (z',z } = u(zln(z',z -t } , q n n n 
where n is a Weierstrass polynomial in z - t with coefficients in A 1 , n n n- ,t 
(vanishing at t', except for the leading term) of degree Ps;>, and u is an 
unit. By lemma 1.1 
and has degree p - p (~p). 
Clearly, for i>1, the element 
s. = 
1 











a. = c.n + r. 
1 1 1 
(f is in the i-th place) q 
( 1~i~q-1), 
where c. € A and r .G..A 1 , [z ] and degree (r. l < p. This can be written 1 n,t 1 n- ,t n · 1 
16 
a. = d.f + r. ( 1~i2_q-1}, 
J. J. q J. 
where d. = c. u- 1~ A . Hence 
J. J. n, z; 
a1 r .1 
( ++-) 
-d1 s 1- ••• -dq_1 s q- 1 = 
' 
r q-1 a q 
r q 
wh.ere r is defined as q 
q-1 
r = a + l d.f. . q q i=1 J. J. 
We must have (r1, ••• ,r lG..{/{ since all other terms in the relation(++-) q z; 
are in that module. So we have 
q-1 
r f = - l r.f. 
q q i=1 J. J. 
is an element of An- 1,z:; 1 [zn] of degree <p + p, Hence by lemma 1.1. 
and has degree< p. Also 
and has degree< p. Thus 
d + + d s + u- 1 1s1 • • • q-1 q-1 
r u q 
And since s 1, ••• ,s4_1 and (r 1u, ••• ,r4u) are polynomial relations of degree 
2. p, the assertion (a) is proved. 
17. 
To complete the proof of (B) we have therefore only to prove the following: 







of degree ~Pin a neighborhood U of the origin such that any polynomial 
relation of degree _< p at z;e: U is generated, over A 1 , , by the n- ,z; (v) 
1T 
Proof of (61. 
Let 





c (z') z" \/ n 
be any polynomial relation at z; 




a (z') z" 
v n 
= (z;',z;) and write 
n 
(i) (note: a 
Pi 
(i} 
= 1 , a = 0 if v>p. ). 
\/ J. 
Then 1T is a relation if and only if 
r l ~i) (z') cli) (z') = 0 in An-1,z;' for v = 0,1, ••• ,p. 
i=1 k+l=v 
This means that the element 
(c( 1) ••• c(q))EA(p+,)q 
Q , , p n-1 , 1; I 
is a relation between the (p+1)q sections 
0 
18 
E: r(u' J2P+1) 
' n-1 
The statement (8) is now an immediate consequence of our induction hypothesis. 
19 
3. Analytic Sets. 
Definition 3.1. An analytic set (analytic subvariety) in an open set 
nc «:n is a subset V of n with the following property: for every aen, 
there exists an open neighborhood Ucn of a and finitely many analytic 
functions f,-,···,fr on U such that 
vnu = {ze.u r1(z) = = f (z) = O}. r 
Obviously, an analytic set Vin n is closed inn. Furthermore, the interior 
of Vin n is both open and closed inn. So, if n is connected and V; n, 
then Vis nowhere dense inn. 
Theorem 3.1. Let V be an analytic set 
connected, then n, V is connected. 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 20]. 
n in an open set nc«: • If n is 
Theorem 3.2. Let {f. I ie:I} be a collect"ion of functi~ns, analytic on 
i 
an open set n. Then 
{ z e n I f. ( z ) = o for all i £ :J } 
i 
is an analytic set inn. 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 86]. 
n Definition 3.2. Let v1 and v2 be subsets of an open set nc«: , and let 
aen. The sets v1 and v2 are said to be equivalent at ae:n (v1 and v2 
have the same germ at a) if there is a neighborhood U of a such that 
An equivalence class of this relation is called a germ of a set at a. 
The germ of a set at a is denoted by V (or: V, when no confusion is 
-a 
possible). 
The germ of an analytic set is called an analytic germ. 
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If y 1 and~ are germs of a set at a, then in an obvious way one defines 
the germs y 1u ~ and Y{\ y 2 ; also y 1c y 2 has an obvious meam.ng. 
Definition 3,3, Let y be the germ of a set at a; and let fe A (f is 
n,a 
the germ of some function, also denoted by f, which is analytic in a 
neighborhood U of a). We say that f vanishes on V iff Vis contained in 
the germ y(f) at a of the set 
V(f) = {z I zGU, f(z) = o}. 
The ideal of y, id(y), is defined to be 
id(y) = { f I fG" A and f vanishes on y} • 
n,a 
If FCA , then the locus of F, loc(F) is defined to be 
n,a 
loc(F) = f~F y(f) 
Definition 3,4. If j is an ideal in a ring R, we define the radical of 
'J to be the ideal 
Rad(~) = {xe R I 3 ne JfJ such that xne J}. 
Theorem 3,3, Let y 1, ~ and y be analytic germs (at O), and let J1, 
":1 2 and !l be ideals in An. Then the following relations hold: 
(i) y 1:Jy2 implies id(y1)cid(y2 ) , 
(ii) ~ 1 :J :J 2 implies loc( "!l 1 )Cloe( '1 2 ) , 
(iii) id(y1) n id(y2 ) = id(y1 u Y2 ) , 
(iv) loc ( ::1 1 ) V loc ( -:J 2 ) = loc ( ?:1 1 (1 'j 2 ) , 
(v) id(y) = Rad id(y) , 
(vi) loc(J) = loc(Rad ~) . 
Theorem 3,4. Let V be an analytic germ, and let 
Then 
(i) loc id (y) = y ' 
(ii) id loc ( ~ ):J Rad ~-
~ be an ideal 




Definition 3.5. An analytic germ Y. is said to be irreducible if 
V = y1 U ~ , where y1 and y2 are analytic germs, implies V = y_1 or 
y_ = ~-
Theorem 3.4. An analytic germ Y. is irreducible iff id(V) is prime. 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 89]. 
Theorem 3.5. Any analytic germ can be written as a finite union 
k 
V = U V. i=1 -i 
of irreducible analytic germs such that 
V. q:. .V. V. 
-J J.if J --:L 
Proof. We need the following theorem: 
Theorem. Every ideal 1 in a Noetherian ring is the intersection 
of finitely many primary ideals OJi (i = 1, ••• ,k), 
J = k n 
i=1 
where the 9. (= Rad n-t.) are unique. J. -, J. 
(For a proof, see [w2, §93]), 
A decomposition of y_ is obtained as follows: 
k V = loc id (y_) = loc ( .n £n 1-) i=1 -, 
k (loc (j).) = u 
i=1 J. 
k 
= u v. ; 
i=1 -i 
here the °li (i = 1, ••• ,k) are primary, hence the f.Ji = Rad OJi (i = 1, ••• ,k) 
are prime ideals. 
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Definition 3.6. The germs V. (i = 1, .•• ,k) introduced by the decomposition 
-i 
of Th. 3.5 a.re called the irreducible components of V. 
Now we come to a deep theorem. 
Theorem 3,6. (Hilbert Nullstellensatz for analytic functions). 
Let J be any ideal of A • Then 
n 
id. loc ':J = Rad )j 
Proof. 
The hard step is to prove the theorem for prime ideals; this requires a 
detailed investigation of the locus of a prime ideal (an irreducible 
variety); we refer to [GR, p. 93-97] . 
Then one easily finishes the proof as follows. 
For any idea.l ::J of A we write: 
n 
1 = A °7· , 
i=1 i 
where the ideals &f i are primary, and the ideals Rad O'/ i = :JJ i are prime. 
The prime ideals fP 1, ... , 9)k are uniquely determined. Since loc O'Ji = loc ~, 
then 
loc :J k = U loc fP. 
i= 1 i 
and 
id. loc >j = k n id loc f/J., 
i=1 i 
Since for prime ideals the theorem is supposed to be true, we have 




= Rad ?f. 
Definition 3.7. Let V be an analytic set in an open set n in en. A point 
a€V is called a regular point of V of dimension p if there is a neigh-
borhood U of a, ucn, such that vnu is a complex submanifold of dimension 
p of U, A point aEV is called singular if it is not regular. 
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n Theorem 3.7. Let V be an analytic set in an open set n of C. The set of 
regular points of Vis dense in V. 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 111]. 
Definition 3.8. Let V be an analytic set in an open set n in en. A function 
f on V is said to be analytic at aeV if there is a neighborhood U of a 
;,J 
inn and an, analytic function fin U with 
; I unv = f I unv. 
Theorem 3.8. (maximum principle). Let V be an analytic set inn and let 
fbe an analytic function on n. Let V be irreducible and suppose that f 
-a 
is not constant on Vin any neighborhood of a. Then 
f(a)e (f(V) )0 • 
Corollary. A compact analytic set in en consists of a finite number of 
points. 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 104-106]. 
Definition 3,9. Let V be an analytic set in an open set n in ICn. For 
z en, let :J (V) the ideal id(V ) of A ( the ideal of A of all germs of 
z -z z z 
analytic functions vanishing on V ) (if z(fV, then :J (V) = A ) • Then 
~ z z 
defines a subsheaf of cfl(n) (= cit n) (note that ":J(v) is an open subset 
n,u 
of i:A(n)). ~(V) is called the sheaf of ideals of the analytic set V, 
Theorem 3.9. If V is an analytic set in an open set nccn, then 'J (V) is 
a coherent analytic sheaf on n 
Proof. cf. [GR, p. 138-141]. 
From this cohe~ence theorem one can deduce the following interesting fact. 
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n Theorem 3.10. Let V be an analytic set in an open set ncq: • Then the set 
of singular points of Vis again an analytic set inn. 
Corollary. Any analytic set in an open set in en can be written as an 
union of complex manifolds. 
Proof. cf. {GR, p. 141-142]. 
Let V be an analytic set in an open set nccn. Let us introduce 
the quotientsheaf 
,v - c/l(n) / 
rn., - / >j (V) 
(observe that ;}{ = O if zen,v). 
z ,., 
Let ?f be the restriction of X to V. Then X can be identified with the 
sheaf of germs of analytic functions on V. 
We now state special cases of Cartan's Theorem A and B, 
Theorem 3,11. Let n be a domain of holomorphy in en and let <Ji be a 
coherent analytic sheaf on n. Then the following hold: 
A. r(n,ffe") generates g:i'° for all ze:n, 
z 
B. H1(n,~) = O. 
We shall give two applications of this theorem. 
Theorem 3.12, Let n be a domain of holomovphy and let V be an analytic 
set inn. Then 
v = {z.n I f.(z) = o Vie.I} , 
1 
where the f. are analytic inn and I is some index set. 
1 
(This theorem says that a local simultaneous zero set). 
Proof. The sheaf !1 (V) on n is coherent (Th. 3.9). 
Hence (Th. 3, 11. A) the global sections of :1 (V) generate the stalk of 
~ (V) at each point zen. For ze;:n,v, the stalk :J (V) contains the 
z 
germ 1. Hence there are f.e:r(n,~(V)) and g.s.A (J0 = 1, ••• ,k) such 
z J .. J z 
that 
1 = I s.(f.) • 
z J J z 
Thus some f.(z) ~ 0, 
J 
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Theorem 3.13. Let n be a domain of holomorphy and let V be an analytic 
set inn. Then every function analytic on Vis the restriction of a 
function analytic on n. 
Proof. We have the following exact sequence of sheaves: 
IV 
o -+- :1 (v) -+- Jl(n) -+- K-+- o ; 
and so the exact cohomology sequence: 
,., 1 
••• -+- r(n,.,.q) -+- r(n,X) -+- H (n, '1 (V)) -+- ••• 
,v 
Now r(n,X) = r(v,)(). 
Furthermore (Th. 3. 11 • B) : H 1( n , !1 ( V) ) = O • 
So the theorem follows. 
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